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Collection Summary

Repository: Ballets Russes Archive at University of Oklahoma School of Dance
Creator: Haynes, Shirley
Title: Shirley Haynes Collection
Dates: 1942 - 1983
Quantity: 3 boxes; 127 items; 1.5 Linear feet
Abstract: Shirley Haynes an American Dancer in the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo. This collection documents her time on tour with the company and contains some materials gathered later in her life.

Identification: SH013

Biographical Note


Scope and Content Note

The Shirley Haynes Collection contains 127 items consisting of programs, photographs, newspaper articles, tour itineraries, advertisements, scrapbook, and moving images. The bulk of the items come from Hayne's time with Denham's Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo from 1946-1952.

Organization of the Shirley Haynes Collection

- Manuscripts
- Photographs
- Moving Images
- Scrapbook

Restrictions

Restrictions on Access

Shirley Haynes Collection is currently unavailable to researchers. When the Ballets Russes Archive is open to researchers, the collection will be open to researchers without access restriction. Certain restrictions to use or copying of materials may apply.
Index Terms
Following are selected search terms used in the collection
Haynes, Shirley
Rapport, Will
Seymour, Maurice
Verdak, George
8mm Film
Ballet dancers--1940-1950.
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo
Documents
Information artifacts
Object genre
Photographic Prints

Administrative Information

Provenance
The collection was donated by Shirley Haynes's daughter, Alexandra Stanley, in 2008

Processing History
The Walda Welch Collection was processed by Jeri Smalley, Charlotte Hart, Tara Davis and Rebecca West from 2010 to 2012. Collection was arranged by Tara Davis in 2012
Detailed Description of the Collection

The following section contains a detailed listing of the materials in the collection.

Box 1

Folder   Verdak Drawings and Cards

1
  1.1.1 undated
  Verdak Christmas card depicting 2 fat ballerinas tugging at a
  banner with the words “Peace on Earth Goodwill Toward Men”
  1.1.2 undated
  Verdak print of a fat ballerina on crutches
  1.1.3 undated
  Verdak print of 2 fat ballerinas - one hanging a Christmas wreath
  and one playing an instrument
  1.1.4 undated
  Verdak Christmas card depicting 2 fat ballerinas
  1.1.5 11 February - February 2
  Invitation to Gallery showing of George Verdak Drawings

Folder   Newspaper Articles (Originals)

2
  1.2.1 1954 May 10
  Article from Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph detailing information about
  Shirley Haynes’s new ballet.
  1.2.2 1952 July 21
  Article from Yakima Republic titled “Dancers Meet Hollywood
  Stars At Convention”
  1.2.3 1954 May 10
  Article from Pittsburgh Press titled “Ballet Group to Perform In the
  Casino Theater”
  1.2.4 1955 January 23
  Article from Yakima Herald titled “Shirley Haynes, Former
  Yakiman, With Ballet Russe Due at Capitol Wednesday”
  1.2.5 1955 January 27
  Article from Yakima Republic titled “Youthful Artists Bring New
  Spirit to Ballet” by Virginia Lloyd
  1.2.6 1952 February 3
  Article from Yakima Sunday Herald Arts Page
  1.2.7 1950 August 13
  Article from Yakima Sunday Herald Arts Page titled “Former
  Yakiman Tours World As Dancer With Famed Troup”
  1.2.8 1950 November 8
  Article from Yakima Morning Herald detailing Shirley Haynes
  being in Ballet Russe and an upcoming Seattle performance
  1.2.9 1946 September 5
  Article from Yakima Daily Republic titled “Daily Mirror of Life in
  Yakima” detailing Shirley Hayne’s ballet aspirations.
1.2.10  1959 January
Dance News Issue
1.2.11  1959 December 6
Schenectady Gazette Newspaper Article

Folder  Newspaper Articles (Scans)

3

1.3.1  1955 January 27
Scan of newspaper article from Yakima Republic titled “Youthful Artists Bring New Spirit to Ballet” by Virginia Lloyd

1.3.2  1955 January 23
from Yakima Herald titled “Shirley Haynes, Former Yakiman, With Ballet Russe Due at Capitol Wednesday” Scan of newspaper article

1.3.3  1952 July 21
Scan of newspaper article from The Pittsburgh Press titled “Ballet Group to Perform In the Casino Theater”

1.3.4  1954 May 10
Scan of newspaper article from Pittsburgh Sun-Telegraph detailing information about Shirley Haynes’s new ballet.

1.3.5  1952 July 21
Scan of newspaper article from Yakima Republic titled “Dancers Meet Hollywood Stars At Convention”

1.3.6  1952 February 3
Scan of newspaper article from Yakima Sunday Herald Arts Page

1.3.7  1950 November 8
Scan of newspaper article from Yakima Morning Herald detailing Shirley Haynes being in Ballet Russe and an upcoming Seattle performance

1.3.8  1950 August 13
Scan of newspaper article from Yakima Sunday Herald Arts Page titled “Former Yakiman Tours World As Dancer With Famed Troup”

1.3.9  1946 September 5
Scan of newspaper article from Yakima Daily Republic titled “Daily Mirror of Life in Yakima” detailing Shirley Hayne’s ballet aspirations.

1.3.10  1959 December 6
Scan of newspaper article from Schenectady Gazette Newspaper Article titled “Dream Comes True - Civic Ballet is Formed” (2 page spread)

Folder  Tour Itinerary

4

1.4.1  1955 January 10- 1955 April 16
6 page Tour Itinerary

Folder  Original Envelopes

5

1.5.1  undated
Envelopes

1.5.2 1973
Envelopes from Will Rapport to Miss Shirley Haynes

Envelopes from Isabel Pinkham Snyder to Mrs. O.M. Burton; postmarked in New York Grand Central Station

Folder 6 Notebooks

1.6.1 undated
Black composition notebook with Adasio notes

1.6.2 undated
Yellow spiral notebook with dance notes for various ballets

1.6.3 undated
Green spiral notebook with dance notes for various ballets

1.6.4 undated
Loose leaf paper with dance notes for Woodland Ballet

1.6.5 undated
Loose paper with dance notes for Cotton Fields

Folder 7 Dance Magazine

1.7.1 1983 July
Dance Magazine with George Balanchine on cover

Folder 8 Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Performance Advertisements

1.8.1 1951 August
Hollywood Bowl Upcoming Performances Flyer with detailed performance schedules on reverse side

1.8.2 1948 September 18 - 1948 October 10
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo season subscription mailer

Folder 9 Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Performance Programs

1.9.1 1947 November 5
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Performance Program from Moore Theatre

1.9.2 1947 November 11
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Performance Program from Strand Theatre

1.9.3 1948 October 5 - 1948 October 6
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Performance Program from Metropolitan Opera House

1.9.4 1950 October 10
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Performance Program from Michigan State College Auditorium

1.9.5 1950 October 12- 1950 October 15
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Performance Program from Masonic Auditorium

1.9.6 1954 - 1955
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Performance Program from The Community Concert Association
Folder 10  Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Programs

1.10.1  1943 - 1944
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Program 1943 - 1944
season

1.10.2  1944 - 1945
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Program 1944 - 1945
season

1.10.3  1945 - 1946
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Program 1945 - 1946
season

Folder 11  Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Programs

1.11.1  1946 - 1947
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Program 1946 - 1947
season

1.11.2  1947 - 1948
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Program 1947 - 1948
season

1.11.3  1948 - 1949
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Program 1948 - 1949
season

1.11.4  1949 - 1950
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Program 1949 - 1950
season

Folder 12  Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Programs

1.12.1  1950 - 1951
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Program 1950 - 1951
season

1.12.2  1951 - 1952
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Program 1951 - 1952
season

1.12.3  1954 - 1955
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Program 1954 - 1955
season

1.12.4  1961 - 1962
Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo Souvenir Program 1961 - 1962
season

Folder 13  Miscellaneous Programs

1.13.1  1942 - 1943
School of American Ballet Fall - Winter Catalogue

1.13.2  1948 June 24
Sociedad Pro Arte Musical Performance Program

1.13.3  1948 June 24
Sociedad Pro Arte Musical Performance Program
1.13.4 1958 September 21
Schenectady Civic Ballet Company Forum Program

Folder The Ballet Theatre Performance Program and Guest Appearance Inserts
14

1.14.1 1944 - 1945
The Ballet Theatre Performance Program 1944 - 1945 season

1.14.2 1944 - 1945
The Ballet Theatre Performance Program Guest Appearance Insert for David Lichine

1.14.3 1944 - 1945
The Ballet Theatre Performance Program Guest Appearance Insert for Tamara Toumanova

1.14.4 1944 - 1945
The Ballet Theatre Performance Program Guest Appearance Insert for Tatiana Riabouchinska

Folder Ballet de Roland Petit Souvenir Program
15

1.15.1 1949
Ballet de Roland Petit Souvenir Program 1949 season

Folder Les Ballets Americains Photograph Publication
16

1.16.1 undated
Les Ballets Americains Photograph bound volume publication

Photographs

Folder Train Wreck Snapshots
1

SH-013-P001
4 men standing on side of overturned train car

SH-013-P002
Passengers standing outside of wrecked train

SH-013-P003
Passengers of a wrecked train standing in a field

SH-013-P004
Men holding suitcases next to a wrecked train car

SH-013-P005
Passengers standing on tracks near a wrecked train

SH-013-P006
Passengers getting luggage from tipped train car

SH-013-P007
5 men standing on overturned train car

SH-013-P008
Passengers standing next to tipped train car

SH-013-P009
Passengers standing next to wrecked train

SH-013-P010
Woman and child standing next to wrecked train
Passengers standing next to train wreck
7 men working on overturned train car

Mosceleyne Larkin and Roman Jasinski sitting together in train car
Yvonne Chouteau and Claude in train car
Unidentified male and female on boat
Group of 6 men and women on a boat
Shirley Haynes and unidentified female on boat next to ropes

Woman with wearing bikini and a bridal veil and man dressed like a hobo posing
Woman wearing bikini and bridal veil holding flowers and linking arms with shirtless man
Man dressed as hobo, woman wearing hat, and shirtless man wearing a bridal veil posing together

Female dancer in costume backstage
Couple in costume posing backstage
Shirley Haynes and unidentified dancer backstage
Snapshot of Shirley Haynes and unidentified male dancer performing Copellia
Group shot of dancers in red costumes backstage
Group shot of 3 dancers onstage

Joyce Hill with dog
Two men and a woman on a beach
SH-013-P029

Group shot of three women outdoors
SH-013-P030

Two women under an umbrella
SH-013-P031

Nicholas Magallanes on beach at Fire Island
SH-013-P032

Shirley Burton and Patricia Wilde at picnic tables

Folder: Ferry Snapshots

SH-013-P033  195u
Peter Bonura on beach
SH-013-P034

Paul Stauss and Alexandra Danilova on a ferry
SH-013-P035

Frederic Franklin posing in front of large rocks
SH-013-P036

Frederic Franklin, mother, and Helena Seroy on a ferry
SH-013-P037

Frederic Franklin's mother posing in front of ocean
SH-013-P038

Frederic Franklin and mother posing in front of ocean
SH-013-P039

Group shot of 4 people on ferry in front of Golden Gate Bridge

Folder: Studio Photographs

SH-013-P040

Studio portrait of Judy Dunford McGrath dressed as Odette from
Swan Lake
SH-013-P041

Studio portrait of Yvette Chauvire
SH-013-P042

Studio portrait of Joe Sanders
SH-013-P043  1950

Studio portrait of Yvette Chauvire

Folder: Scheherazade Color Photographs

SH-013-P044

Dancers backstage in costumes for Scheherazade
SH-013-P045

Shirley Haynes and 2 unidentified dancers in costume

Folder: Studio Portraits

SH-013-P046

Studio portrait of Muriel Stuart
SH-013-P047  1952
Portrait of Yvette Chauvire  
SH-013-P048  1944
   Studio portrait of Tatiana Riabouchinska
SH-013-P049  1944-1945
   Studio portrait of Dottie Swiefield (?)
SH-013-P050
   Studio Portrait of Ruthie?
SH-013-P051
   Studio portrait of Michel Katcharoff
SH-013-P052
   Studio portrait of Irina?
SH-013-P053
   Portrait of Vera Zorina
SH-013-P054
   Studio portrait of Jack (?)
SH-013-P055
   Studio portrait of Nalrene (?)
SH-013-P056
   Studio portrait of Betty and Toni (?)
SH-013-P057
   Studio portrait of Moscelyne Larkin (?)

Folder  Schenectady Ballet Photographs
10
   SH-013-P058
      Shirley Haynes and an identified man and woman sitting in a dance studio
SH-013-P059
      Shirley Haynes teaching 8 ballet students
SH-013-P060
      Shirley Haynes teaching 6 ballet students

Folder  William Dollar Photographs
11
   SH-013-P061
      William Dollar leaping in front of columns
SH-013-P062
      William Dollar and Marie-Jeanne dancing in front of columns

Moving Images

Folder  8mm Film
1
   3.1.1  Nutcracker Film  1951
      Box of Safety Color 8mm Film labeled “Nutcracker”
   3.1.2  Unlabeled 8mm Film
      Unlabeled box of Kodochrome 8mm film

Folder  8mm Film Canister
2
   3.2.1  8mm Film Canister
Unlabeled 8mm film canister
Folder VHS Videotape
3
  3.3.1 VHS Tape
     VHS tape labeled “Stanley 5738; Original 19.39”

Scrapbook
  Shirley Haynes Scrapbook
4.1.1
     Green scrapbook containing newspaper clippings, photographs, programs, letters, magazines, tour itineraries, telegrams, flower cards documenting Shirley Hayne’s time with Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo from 1946-1949.